The aim of this work is to introduce a new scheme to apply Kirchho modeling e ciently to a 2-D acoustic model with a free surface and with irregular source and receiver locations. We consider as data all the traveltimes and amplitudes of each ray connecting points below some datum depth and points over this depth. We derive a new expression for the Kirchho formula which uses these computed traveltimes and amplitudes only. Given accurate components, the primary re ection seismograms computed via this new approach for the Kirchho method is remarkably accurate and less expensive than the usual technique. We also compare Kirchho seismograms with those produced from the same model by nite-di erence solution of the linearized acoustic wave equation.
Introduction
Imaging methods based on high frequency asymptotic approximations of the acoustic Green's function, sometimes called Kirchho modeling, are an e cient tool for computing primaries only re ection seismograms ( 3] , 4]). Their popularity relies on the fact that they can produce a seismogram for a xed time window, using a portion of the avaliable data only, and with a smaller cost than the others classical techniques such as nite{di erence solution of the full acoustic wave equation (e.g. 1], 5]). We will discuss Kirchho modeling explicitly, but the same considerations apply to high{frequency asymptotic inversion algorithms as well.
The straightforword Kirchho modeling requires the tabulation of the traveltimes and amplitudes for each ray connecting the source and the receiver with the points in the region under consideration. Therefore, we must compute two traveltime and amplitude tables. For models consisting of an acoustic medium with constant density, and a free surface at z = 0, the image principle states that if z p is the source or receiver depth then the free{surface Green's function G F (z p ) can be written as G F (z p ) = G(z p ) ? G(?z p ) ; (1) where G(z p ) is the free{space Green's function with the velocity eld evenly extended about z = 0. Since the Kirchho algorithm requires the traveltime and amplitude tables not only for source positions but also for receiver positions, to simulate the free{surface model we must compute four related tables: two for the true positions, z s and z r , and two for the \ghost" positions, ?z s and ?z r , which can be very expensive.
In order to reduce the cost of such computations, for z p close enough to the surface (z p 0), from Taylor's expansion the following approximation to (1) 
However, a very naive computation using the homogeneous Green's function in frequency domain indicates that to achieve a reasonable accuracy for the above approximation, z p must be at most a fraction of a wavelength away from the free surface. Figure 1 shows the average of the relative errors in the L 2 {norm for approximation (2) as a function of the number of wavelengths for z p . For instance, for z p = 0.2 wavelengths the relative error is about 8% and for z p = 0.4 wavelengths it is 43%. It is interesting to observe how fast the error increases as z p becomes greater. As a result, since in practical experiments z p maybe close to half a wavelength, the approximation (2) is not very accurate, and then we need to compute the four traveltime/amplitude tables. .
The objective of this work is to introduce a di erent scheme for applying the Kirchho algorithm to free{surface models, with computational cost only slightly higher than from that of free{space Kirchho modeling. We consider as data all the traveltimes and amplitudes of each ray connecting points below some datum depth z d and points over the line z = z d . With a formula relating that data to the solution for any pair source{receiver above the datum depth, we derive a new approximate expression for the Kirchho formula, using traveltimes and amplitudes at the datum depth only.
Denoting by N s the number of source positions, by N r the number of receiver positions for each shot, and by N d the number of points on the datum depth, the free{space Kirchho algorithm will require the computation of N s N r traveltime and amplitude tables in general (i.e. if the placement of sources and receivers is arbitrary) whereas in our approach only N d tables are needed. For the free{surface case the comparison is between 2N s N r and N d .
If we assume that the source and receiver positions are regularly spaced at the same depth and overlap, the number of traveltime and amplitude tables needed is at most N s + N r in the free{space case and 2N s + 2N r in the free{surface case. Therefore, provided the sources and receivers are spaced densely enough so that N d N s + N r , our new scheme is less expensive than the obvious technique, for both free{space and free{surface models, and much less so for irregular source/receiver positions.
Given accurate components, the primary re ection seismograms computed via this new approach for the Kirchho method is remarkably accurate, for models within its domain of validity. We illustrate the accuracy of the Kirchho seismograms by comparing them with those produced from the same model by a nite{di erence code. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present some Green's functions which are necessary to the development of the work. In Section 3 we devise the formula relating the free{space solution at the datum depth to the required solution for any pair source{receiver. We also develop some asymptotic approximations. In Section 4 we describe the implementation of the new scheme for the free{surface Kirchho modeling. In Section 5 we show numerical examples that illustrate the validity of our approach, and the inaccuracy of the derivative approximation for the free{surface Green's function. Finally, in Section 6 we present our conclusions concerning practical computations.
Green's Functions
Our 2-D model consists of an isotropic acoustic medium with constant density, bounded above by a free surface at z = 0 (the z-axis points downwards). The datum depth is at z = z d > 0 and the medium between z = 0 and z = z d is homogeneous of constant velocity v 0 (see Figure 2 ). This applies directly to marine problems. The rapidly varying part of the velocity eld (r(x; z) re ected eld) is treated as a rst order perturbation of the slowly varying part (v(x; z) velocity eld). We have v total (x; z) = v(x; z) 1 + r(x; z)], that is, r is the oscilllatory relative perturbation of the smooth velocity v and it is dimensionless. We also assume that there are no turning rays: incident rays are entirely downgoing (or upcoming, depending on the relative positions of source and receiver), and re ected rays are entirely upcoming (respectively, downgoing), at least for the time window under consideration. The discussion to follow will develop relations amongst four Green's functions for the wave equation with various coe cients and boundary conditions. The inhomogeneous free{surface Green's function G F (x; z; t; x; z) satis es the equa- G(x; z; t; x; z) 0 ; t < 0 :
It is a well known result that by the image principle (cf. 7]) G F can be written as G F (x; z; t; x; z) = G(x; z; t; x; z) ? G(x; z; t; x; ?z) ; (4) that is, G F is the di erence between two free{space Green's functions for two di erent source positions: (x; z) and (x; ?z).
Let G H (x; z; t; x; z) be the homogeneous free{space Green's function given by the solution of equation (3) These properties will be necessary in the next section to derive a useful formula for computing the Green's function G, knowing all its values on the datum depth z = z d . 3 Computation of G using the data at z = z d
Exact Solution
By applying Green's identity to G(x; z; t;x;z) (equation (3) withz z d ) and G N (x; z; t 0 ? t; x 0 ; z 0 ) (equation (6) ; (7) where denotes convolution in time.
Now, since the ray connecting (x;z) and (x; z d ) is entirely downgoing (as assumed in the previous section), we can make the following approximation @ @z G(x; z; t;x;z) 
Expression (8) gives the free{space Green's function for any pair (x 0 ; z 0 ){(x;z) in terms of its known values at the datum depth z d and the normal derivative of the corresponding solution in homogeneous medium.
Asymptotic Solution
In this section we present an asymptotic approximation to equation (8) 
with R = p (x ?x) 2 + (z ?z) 2 . A similar approximation is valid for G(x; z; t; x 0 ; z 0 ), that is, G(x; z; t; x 0 ; z 0 ) a(x; z; x 0 ; z 0 ) (t ? (x; z; x 0 ; z 0 )) ; 
Using the fact that @R @z d = ? @R @z and (t ? a) (t ? b) = H(t ? a ? b), equation (11) takes the form G(x 0 ; z 0 ; t 0 ;x;z) r v 0
Now, we assume that the major contribution of thez-derivative to the above integral 
It is worthwhile comparing the expression for the Green's function in both homogeneous and inhomogeneous cases, given by equations (9) and (13), respectively. The asymptotic approximation (13) can also be achieved by applying the stationary{phase method (see 2]) to the integral (8) (14) where (x s ; z s ) and (x r ; z r ) are the source and receiver positions, respectively, z r ; z s < z d . Recall that for a general source f(t), the perturbed solution is given by p = f G F .
Combination of equations (13) and (4) Replacing G F in equation (14) by the approximation (15), evaluating the convolution, and using the fact that u v 00 = (u v 0 ) 0 , we nd the asymptotic formula for G F Observe that the rst term of the sum in equation (16), corresponding to = = ?1, gives the perturbed solution without surface re ections, i.e. G(x r ; z r ; t; x s ; z s ) (see Figure 3) . Also notice that to compute p = f G F we only need to change the function in equation (16) 
Discretization and Algorithm
We introduce the total traveltime eld ; (x; z) = t r (x; z) + t s (x; z) :
Assume that all grids are uniform. Write x k = x min +(k?1) x, z l = z min +(l?1) z and t j = t min + (j ? 1) t, k; l; j 1. 1 ; j = 0 0 ; j 6 = 0 ;
and Int(q) denotes the integer part of q. Convolve the output trace with the source f.
The procedure is repeated for all requested source and receiver positions.
Numerical Results
In order to analyze the accuracy of the new approach, we rst applied the algorithm presented in the previous section to a homogeneous model, where the traveltimes and amplitudes required by the method can be computed analytically. The velocity is 1:5m=ms and the re ectivity is layered as shown in Figure 4 . The grid on which velocity and re ectivity elds are de ned has spacings x = z = 2m. Shot depth is 8m located at 1600m from the left edge of the model. Receivers depth is 12m with spacing 24m, far o set 864m and 34 traces per shot gather. The energy source is a Ricker wavelet with peak frequency 30Hz, and then z s 0:4 wavelengths and z r 0:6 wavelengths.
The amplitudes and traveltimes for the Kirchho algorithm were computed exactly at N d = 45 points with x d = 25m on the datum depth z d = 16m. We use quadratic interpolation to approximate the traveltimes and amplitudes on z d , and N = 10 in the minimization step. We test our algorithm for two di erent grids: x = z = 8m and x = z = 4m. For reference, we simulate the same experiment using a nite-di erence scheme of order 2{4 for the linearized acoustic wave equation 6], using a grid with x = z = 2m (10 points/wavelength) and t = 0:5ms to ensure accurate results. Figure 5 shows the resulting Kirchho simulation for the 8m grid and Figure 6 for the 4m grid, together with the nite{di erence solution and the di erence between them.
In both cases we use t = 0:5ms. We also made experiments increasing the number of points and/or the size of the datum depth on z = z d , but the results yielded less than 0.5% change in the output.
To show that the approximation for the free{surface Green's function given by equation (2) is not accurate in this case, we show in Figure 7 the resulting Kirchho simulation with the derivative approximation on the 4m grid. The relative errors in the L 2 {norm for the Kirchho seismogram in Figure 5 .3 are between 4% and 12%, whereas in Figure 5 .4 they are between 20% and 121%. The second model used has the same size and grids of the previous one. The velocity eld is almost layered with a slow anomaly embedded in the center, as shown in Figure 8 , and the re ectivity is again layered (Figure 9 ). Figure 10 shows the resulting Kirchho simulation with x = z = 4m and t = 0:5ms for the same source/receiver/datum{depth geometry as in the rst model, together with solution produced by the nite{di erence code using x = z = 2m, and the di erence between both solutions.The traveltime/amplitude tables were computed using the scheme proposed in 6], which allows the computations being rst made in a coarse grid (in this case 8m) and after interpolated to the original one. In this experiment the agreement between the seismograms computed by nite differences and Kirchho modeling was not as good as in the homogeneous model. This is due to the fact that here the traveltimes are computed by solving the eikonal equation, introducing numerical errors, which also a ect the solution of the transport equation for the amplitudes. Moreover, due the slow anomaly in the velocity eld the rate of change of traveltimes and amplitudes increases, and so does the truncation error. Nevertheless, we still have reasonable results.
To illustrate the e ect of irregular receiver positions, we considered the geometry shown in Figure 11 . The resulting Kirchho simulation for the 4m grid and t = 0:5ms is shown in Figure 12 . 
Conclusion
The major cost of usual Kirchho simulations lies on the computation of traveltimes and amplitudes, since the Kirchho summation itself is quite inexpensive. The new approach presented in this work reduces the cost of such computations. Indeed, once we have com-puted the traveltimes and amplitudes at the datum depth, we can simulate any experiment with sources and receivers above the datum depth at any place in the domain, even outside the mesh. For irregular source/receiver positions the cost of the introduced scheme is much less expensive than in the usual approach.
From the experiments we can conclude that for the parameter ranges and type of model considered here, primaries only simulation via this new approach for the Kirchho modeling also gives accurate results.
Naturally, further signi cant optimization opportunities are available in the Kirchho code. For instance, the scheme to nd p (x; z) can be improved. Since the velocity eld is smooth, the search for the interval where the signal of the traveltime derivative changes can be done only near the interval founded for the previous depth point. Another feature of our approach is that the information required from each grid point (traveltimes and amplitudes) can be stored in core, one data set at a time, as we perform the summation for all requested source{receiver positions. This gives an additional improvement on the CPU time, since operations on disk during computation do degrade the performance.
